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INTRODUCTION 

'On September 30, 1980, Esso Resources Canada Limited was granted ,s 

coal licences on a property called Haslam Creek. The property is located 
..,~ 

about 4 kilometres.~southwest of the'village of Cassidy on the east coast "" 

of Vancouver Island. Access to the property was via McMillan-Bloedel and ~'.'~~ 

British Columbia Department of Highway roads. Coal licences are numbered 

6189, 6192-93, 6195-96, 6198 and are shown on Map 1. 

The licences cover an area of 1381 hectares in an area believed 

to be the southern extention of the Nanaimo Coalfield. 

In November of 1980 a reconna,issance drilling program was con- 

ducted within the property area. The drilling program consisted of 5 

drillholes with a total of 1143 metres completed. Geophysical logging 

and reclamation were conducted upon the holes after the drilling opera- '~" 

tion. Geophysica~l logs completed on the drillholes include gamma ray, 

long space density (L.S.D.), bed resolution density (B.R.D.), caliper, 

focused electric and dipmeter. Numerous thin (45 cm or less) coal and '~~ 

carbonaceous shales beds were intersected in drillhole 5 (Map 2). Paly- 

nology and elemental spectrographic analysis (E.S.A.) was performed on a "' 

number of samples from this drillhole (Appendix 2). All other drillholes 

were barren. 

The economic potential of the Haslam Creek is considered neg- 

ative due to the lack of significant coal occurrances. 
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GEOLOGY 

'Four (4) lithological units have been recognized within the Has- 

lam Creek boundaries based upon previously existing geological informa- 

tion (Clapp, 1916) and knowledge gained through the reconnaissance dril- 

ling program (Map 2). 

The lowest stratigraphic unit is called the Saanich Formation 

and consists of intrusive rocks of granodiorite composition. The unit is 

considered to be of upper' Jurassic to lower Cretaceous period. (Clapp 

1916). 

The second stratigraphic unit recognized is called the Haslam 

Formation. The Haslam Formation consists of mainly dark grey to black 

shale, dark grey siltstone and minor grey sandstone. Some calcareo"s 

fragments occur in drillhole 8 which could be fracture-fill calcite or 

shell fragments. The Haslam Formation is considered to be marine in ori- 

gin. (Clapp 1916). The thickness of the Haslam Formation was undeter- 

mined although the formation was penetrated for about 10 metres in drill- 

holes 3, 5, 8 and 10. Bedding orientation as defined by a dipmeter log 

of drillhole 5 is 150' strike with a dip of 14" to the northeast. (Ap- 

pendix 1). The contact between the basal Saanich Formation and the over- 

lying Haslam Formation is unconformable. 

The third stratigraphic unit recognized is called the Extension 

Protection Formation. This formation consists of conglomerate, coarse to 

fine grained sandstone and mincrsiltstone. The depositional environment 

for the sequence of lithologies is a fluvial-deltaic regime. Channel 

deposits are illustrated in drillhole logs for hole, 3, 8, 10 and 12, 

while overbank and levee type deposits can be seen in all drillholes. 
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The minimum thickness (179 m) of Extension Protection Formation sediments 

was intersected in drillhole 5. Bedding orientation depicted in dipmeter 

lbgs for drillholes 3 and 5 has a strike range of 90 to 115' with range 

of dip 6" to 15' northerly in drillhole 3 and 120 to 135' with range of 

dip 10' to 20' northeasterly in drillhole 5. The contact between the 

Extension Protection Formation and the Haslam Formation appears transi- 

tional. 

The fourth stratigraphic unit is called the Cedar District For- 

mat ion. It was intersected in drillhole 5 only and consisted predomi- 

nantly of shale. The maximum thickness of sediments was 68 metres as 

depicted in the ZithoIogy log for drillhole 5. Bedding orientation is 

depicted in the dipmeter log for drillhole 5 and is 130° in strike with 

120 to 15' northeasterly dip. The contact between the Extension Protec- 

tion Formation and the Cedar District Formation is considered 

transitional from a fluvial-deltaic regime to a sandy shore marine 

regime. (Muller 6 Jeletzky 1970). 

Palynology and elemental spectrographic analysis were performed 

on three lithologies in drillhole 5 to determine age and correlation. 

The results of the studies are contained in Appendix 2. 

A geological cross-section illustrates the schematic geological 

configuration is shown in Appendix 3. 

No structural disturbance was interpreted from geophysical logs 

although a fault has been postulated along Haslam Creek (Buckham 1947b) 

(Map 2). 
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DRILLING SPECIFICATIONS 

Two drilling rigs were utilized during the drilling phase of 

exploration on the Haslam Creek property. The cOntractors and specifica- 

tions regarding each rig are listed below. 

Ken's Drilling Limited; Brentwood Bay;~B;C. 

Canadian Pneumatic T-650 w 

450 C.F.M. at 250 P.S.I. 
30,000 pounds pull down capacity 

36,000 inch pounds oft rotary torque 
Drill-Tbru casing hammer model 662 
Downhole hammer and rotary capabilities 

En-Air Drilling Ltd. Calgary, Alberta 
(Subcontracted Through Ken's Drilling Ltd.) 

Schram T685H Rotadrill 

850 C.F.M. at 350 P.S.I. 
35,000 pounds pull down capacity 
41,000 to 89,500 in pounds constant torque 

Downhole hammer and rotary capabilities 
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LIST OF EXPENDITURES 

Drilling 

Logging 

Reclamation 

Accommodation 

Subsistance 

FM1 

Cementing and Hole Plugging 

Communications 

Trucking 

O/H and Reports 

$52,940.68 

12,049.77 

985.55 

804.35 

1,038.76 

1,235.08 

1,001.46 

400.00 

2,101.69 

10,687.26 

$83.244.60‘ 
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CONCLUSION 
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The area encompassing coal licences (6189, 6192-6193, 6195-6196, 

and 6198) Haslam Creek was investigated using a reconnaissance drilling 

program. 

The occurrence of Nanaimo Group sediments was confirmed. Thin 

(less than 45 cm) coal beds were intersected in only one drillhole (5). 

As a result of the absence of significant coal thicknesses with 

any degree of continuity, the value df the property as a possible econo- 

mical coal deposit is very low and as of September 30, 1981 it is recom- 

mended that the licences be dropped. 
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M E M 0 R A' N '&:" M 

Sampl~es from Haslam Creek 

~The'samplessubmitted for examination have,now been processed 
.and,examined., Allsamples yielded some pollen and .-spores, 'but 'due. 
to severe, tiacteriai ,action ,(biodegradati~on) identification ,was'both 

,djfficul'tand hazardous.', Apart from confirming 'a dating 'within-the 
midd,le'of,,the::Upper Cretaceous palynological, dating and correlation 
was useless. 

" 
Since I obse,&d three distin&.lithologies in the cutting's(white 

mottled, pepper and'saltsand, g,rey, shale and coal) I first made Separ-' 
ate elemental analy.ses for each ~lit,hology present in. each sample. I 
thencombined the lithologies, extracted the particul~ate o~rganic matter 
present and.c,arri,ed .out a further analysis for this, material ineach 
sample. The~:spectra are appended to this memorandum. 

Unce differences ,in,lithology,of the various samples have been 
allowed .for, the spectra.compare .very well indeed. Note particularly 
the striking similarity betweenspectra derived from the extracted 
organic matter,, which fall into two obvious groups, spectra from the 
uppermost two s'amples contrasting strikingly with those from the 
remaining four. 

Regarding correlat.Ian and dating, it wruld appear that the two 
samples 573-578 ft.,and 610-616 ft. probably correlate with the lower 
part'of the Protection Formation,,while the remainder are clearly 
correlative with the Comox Formation. The reason fork the striking 
similarity~of analyses from the particulate organic matter extracts 
from~the the same stratigraphic unit is not clear and needs further 
investigation, but it appears, at least in this area, to provide a 
reliable, and reasonably sensitive, correlation tool. 

b=d Stanle A.J. Pocock 

Key to lithologies for Elemental Analysis 

and pepper",,&& 
organic'matter,,~~~tr~~t:l 

: 

SAJP/bm 
: Att.ach. 

xc: R. Sarmient,, 






















































